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Abstract—Reliable and efficient validation technologies are crit-
ical for the recent development of multi-vehicle cooperation and
vehicle-road-cloud integration. In this paper, we introduce our
miniature experimental platform, Mixed Cloud Control Testbed
(MCCT), developed based on a new notion of Mixed Digital Twin
(mixedDT). Combining Mixed Reality with Digital Twin, mixedDT
integrates the virtual and physical spaces into a mixed one, where
physical entities coexist and interact with virtual entities via their
digital counterparts. Under the framework of mixedDT, MCCT
contains three major experimental platforms in the physical, vir-
tual and mixed spaces respectively, and provides a unified access
for various human-machine interfaces and external devices such
as driving simulators. A cloud unit, where the mixed experimen-
tal platform is deployed, is responsible for fusing multi-platform
information and assigning control instructions, contributing to
synchronous operation and real-time cross-platform interaction.
Particularly, MCCT allows for multi-vehicle coordination com-
posed of different multi-source vehicles (e.g., physical vehicles,
virtual vehicles and human-driven vehicles). Validations on vehicle
platooning demonstrate the flexibility and scalability of MCCT.

Index Terms—Vehicle-road-cloud integration, miniature
experimental platform, digital twin, mixed reality.
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I. INTRODUCTION

R ECENT advances in vehicle-to-everything (V2X) network
and 5G communication have allowed for data transmission

with high reliability and low latency between connected and au-
tomated vehicles (CAVs), roadside facilities, and cloud servers.
The notion of vehicle-road-cloud integration or cloud control
has subsequently attracted extensive attention and promised
transportation revolution [1], [2]. Typical research include multi-
vehicle platoon control [3], [4], cooperation for multiple con-
nected vehicles at unsignalized intersections [5], and urban
traffic network management [6]. These research demonstrate the
potential of vehicle-road-cloud integration in significantly re-
ducing energy consumption and improving traffic efficiency [7].

To validate the aforementioned potential of multi-vehicle col-
laboration and vehicle-road-cloud integration, existing research
mostly focus on the tool of traffic simulations; see, e.g., [6],
[8], [9]. However, many practical factors in the vehicle-road-
cloud integration system, which is essentially a complex Cyber
Physical System [10], cannot be accurately replicated in the
simulations. Typical factors include vehicle dynamics, human
driving behaviors, uncertainties in sensor measurement, and
delays in communication and computation process. On the other
hand, field experiments via deploying real-world CAVs and
roadside facilities take great labor and material costs, and are
extremely time- and space-inefficient [11]. One representative
real-world experimental platform is Mcity [12], which mainly
focuses on the verification of autonomous driving algorithms on
urban roads [13]. Given the limited and fixed road infrastructures
in Mcity, it is still intractable to conduct large-scale experiments
and adjust the experimental environment [14]. As for multi-
vehicle collaboration, despite the existence of a few field tests for
small-scale particular traffic scenarios (see, e.g., [11], [15]), it is
still non-trivial for comprehensive demonstrations on large-scale
vehicle-road-cloud integration.

To address these problems, miniature experimental plat-
forms [16], [17], [18], also known as scaled platforms or sand
tables, promise to fill the gap between numerical simulations
and field experiments. Miniature platforms are established in
a real-world physical environment, where miniature vehicles
and roadside facilities are deployed. They provide hardware and
software environments with closer operating features to practical
application scenarios compared with numerical simulations.
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Unlike field experiments, such platforms are also believed to
be much more convenient for further adjustment, reproduction
or migration at affordable costs, according to various traffic
scenarios and demands [19]. Given the aforementioned benefits,
we establish our miniature experimental platform Mixed Cloud
Control Testbed (MCCT), which allows for real-world demon-
strations and various research on vehicle-road-cloud integration.

A. Literature Review

Given the aforementioned benefits of miniature experiments,
there have already existed several attempts in the academy for
building miniature CAV validation platforms. Precisely, existing
platforms can be classified into three categories, according to dif-
ferent application levels: 1) Single-vehicle autonomous driving,
including the platforms for verifying basic autonomous driving
technologies on urban roads [20], [21] and those focusing on
more complex environments, such as real-time control in rough
3D terrain [22] and drift control [23]. 2) Multi-vehicle coordi-
nation control. These platforms are mostly developed with the
aim of validating cooperation algorithms at one particular traffic
scenario, including on/off ramps [19], multi-lane highways [24],
and non-signalized intersections [25]. 3) Vehicle-road collabo-
ration or vehicle-cloud collaboration. Two representative plat-
forms for this level are [26], which tests navigation for individual
vehicles via the roadside units, and [27], which demonstrates the
potential of utilizing edge computing to directly issue control
commands to CAVs. To the best of our knowledge, there is
currently no miniature platform that supports the comprehensive
research on vehicle-road-cloud integration, which covers the
aforementioned three application levels. Furthermore, consid-
ering that there could still be a lot of human-driven vehicles
(HDVs) on the road in the near future [28], [29], it remains an
open question to incorporate human drivers into the miniature
platform whilst preserving a real-world driving behavior [18].

Similarly to the field tests, another significant problem of
the existing miniature platforms lies in the limitations of the
physical environment with respect to flexibility and scalability. It
is non-trivial to extend the number or adjust the motion dynamics
of experimental vehicles. To tackle this problem, researchers
have tried to digitize the experimental platform, such as recon-
structing the low-level vehicle dynamics [21] or even the entire
physical platform [30] in the virtual space. Nevertheless, the
physical space and the virtual space are essentially two separate
experimental environments in [21], [30].

Very recently, researchers in [31] utilized simulated vehicles
to extend the number of experimental vehicles via middleware,
but the potential of the simulated vehicles have not been fully
explored. To address this problem, Digital Twin (DT) is regarded
as an effective tool, which is defined as a virtual representa-
tion of a physical asset enabled through data and simulators
for real-time monitoring, prediction, optimization, control, and
decision making [32], [33], [34]. As shown in Fig. 1(a), DT is
composed of two main parts: physical entities in the physical
space, and the counterparts of the physical entities (named as
twin entities) in the virtual space [32]. Through synchronization

Fig. 1. Schematics for classical DT and mixedDT. (a) In classical DT, the
virtual space is a digital replica of the physical space. (b) In mixedDT, the
virtual space and the physical space is integrated into the mixed space, where
physical and virtual entities coexist and interact with each other.

and interaction of real-world activities with the virtual counter-
parts, DT promises to facilitate real-world experiments via vir-
tuality [11], [35]. Very recently, several small-scale experiments
have been carried out to verify the potential of DT in tests and
demonstrations of CAV technologies, such as adaptive cruise
control [36], cooperative ramp merging [11] and intersection
control [37]. Nevertheless, due to DT’s natural limitations in the
virtuality-reality connections, where virtuality is commonly a
digital reproduction of reality, the potential of the virtual space
in developing CAV technologies has not been fully explored in
the aforementioned work [11], [31], [37], [38].

B. Notion of Mixed Digital Twin (mixedDT)

In this paper, we extend the notion of DT and introduce a
new concept of Mixed Digital Twin (mixedDT). As illustrated
in Fig. 1(b), mixedDT consists of three main spaces: physical
space, virtual space, and mixed space. The meanings of physical
space and virtual space are consistent with those in the classical
DT [32], [34], [39], [40], while the newly added mixed space
stands as an integration of physical space and virtual space,
where physical and virtual entities coexist and interact in real-
time. The mixed space can be observed via specialized display
equipment, such as Microsoft HoloLens [41], and an illustration
based on our MCCT is shown in Fig. 2(a.1). Note that the virtual
entity in mixedDT is not a digital replica or counterpart of the
physical entity, i.e., twin entity in classical DT, but stands as
its own in the virtual space without a corresponding physical
counterpart. Therefore, virtual entities have the potential to
interact with physical entities in the mixed space.
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Fig. 2. Overview of MCCT. (a) Schematic of MCCT. In the mixed experimental platform, physical miniature vehicles, virtual vehicles and the HDV via the driving
simulator coexist and interact with each other. The demonstration videos can be found in https://github.com/dongjh20/MCCT. (b) Diagram for the architecture of
MCCT.

A related concept is Mixed Reality, which is defined as a
type of simulators combining both virtual and physical objects
to create a hybrid of the virtual and physical spaces [42], [43].
Indeed, Mixed Reality has also been recently adopted in CAV
testing and evaluation [14], [44]. MixedDT introduces the idea of
Mixed Reality into classical DT, and bridges the physical space
and the virtual space as an integrated whole by establishing the
mixed space, where the physical entities and the virtual entities
coexist and interact. Along this direction, the flexibility and
scalability of DT in CAV validations can be greatly enhanced. In
practical implementation, physical entities can be twinned into
the virtual space, and then aligned and aggregated with the data
of virtual entities, thus indirectly realizing the coexistence and
interaction of physical and virtual entities in the mixed space.

C. Contributions

In this paper, we introduce our miniature platform MCCT,
which is established based on the notion of mixedDT and serves
for experimental validations of vehicle-road-cloud integration.
As shown in Fig. 2(a), MCCT consists of four parts: physical
experimental platform, virtual experimental platform, mixed
experimental platform, and Human-Machine Interface (HMI)
devices and external devices. The physical platform provides a
scaled real-world test environment, while the virtual platform
brings flexible design for the quantity, motion behavior and
dynamics of vehicles. Particularly, MCCT allows for cross-
platform experiments: the miniature vehicles in the physical
experimental platform, the virtual vehicles in the virtual exper-
imental platform and the HDV via the driving simulator can
coexist and interact with each other in the mixed experimental
platform. The real-time operation can be visualized projected
to physical space and virtual space. Our contributions and the
features of MCCT are specified as follows.
� The notion of mixedDT is proposed via integrating Mixed

Reality into DT, which facilitates CAV experiments with
flexible extensions of various virtual entities, and real-time
interaction between physical and virtual entities. In classi-
cal DT [32], [34], [39], [40], by contrast, virtual entities are

digital replicas of physical entities. In particular, developed
based on mixedDT, our platform MCCT overcomes the
common limitations of existing miniature experimental
platforms [17], [18], [20], such as vehicle quantity, motion
behavior and low-level dynamics.

� The three main platforms in MCCT (physical, virtual and
mixed experimental platforms) allow for synchronous op-
eration and cross-platform interaction based on mixedDT.
Note that existing work mostly establishes physical and
virtual platforms separately without deep integration [21],
[30]. In addition, the human driver factor can be introduced
in a unified manner into all experimental environments,
while existing work allows drivers to only interact with
one particular environment [18], [37].

� Main components in vehicle-road-cloud integration are es-
tablished in MCCT, including networked control, roadside
localization, V2X communication, smart roadside facili-
ties, and cloud computing. In particular, a cloud unit is
responsible for fusing data from various entities in different
platforms, and assigning control instructions for them.
Cross-platform experiments are presented in this paper,
where three types of vehicles (miniature vehicles, virtual
vehicles, and HDVs) are organized into one platoon and
coordinate with each other to dissipate traffic perturbations.
More experiments in MCCT can be found for Cooperative
Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC) [45], data-driven control
in mixed traffic [46], and multi-lane vehicle formation
control [47].

� Finally, MCCT has a high degree of flexibility and scalabil-
ity with respect to further development through the mod-
ular platform design and the utilization of cross-language
communication libraries. Experiments can be carried out
directly via any personal computer rather than platform-
specific computers as before [19], [24], [30]. Moreover,
almost all major programming languages are supported,
e.g., C/C++, Java, Python, MATLAB.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the overall architecture of the platform based on
mixedDT. Section III introduces the three main experimental
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platforms, and Section IV shows HMI and external devices.
Experimental setup and results are presented in Section V, and
Section VI concludes this paper. Some preliminary demonstra-
tions of our work have appeared in [45].

II. MCCT ARCHITECTURE BASED ON MIXEDDT

In this section, we introduce the overall architecture of MCCT,
which is a miniature implementation for the mixedDT concept.
As shown in Fig. 2(b), MCCT consists of three main platforms:
a physical experimental platform, a virtual experimental plat-
form, and a mixed experimental platform, corresponding to the
physical space, virtual space and mixed space in mixedDT,
respectively. In addition, a fourth part of HMI devices and
external devices is developed for visualization of and access
to MCCT.

The physical experimental platform, shown in Fig. 2(a.3),
represents the physical space in mixedDT. It is constructed on
a sand table of size 9m× 5m, whose road has a 1 : 14 ratio
with respect to the real road environment. It contains multiple
physical entities, including miniature vehicles running on the
road, and roadside sensors and facilities. Miniature vehicles and
roadside sensors, which are sensitive to communication latency,
communicate directly with the cloud, while the communication
between roadside facilities and the cloud is relayed through the
unified control board. This communication setup is motivated
by the idea of Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC) [48], one
of the core supporting technologies of the vehicle-road-cloud
integration system [49], [50]. Precisely, the miniature vehicle
communicates with the cloud through wireless connection. The
miniature vehicle uploads its state data, such as velocity and
acceleration, and receives instructions from the cloud. Four
cameras installed on the ceiling serve as the roadside sensors
and transmit the real-time captured images to the cloud through
wired connection. Currently deployed roadside facilities include
73 street lamps, 11 traffic lights and 3 lifting rods. These facilities
are electrically connected to a unified control board, which
follows the control instructions from the cloud.

The second main platform in MCCT is the virtual experi-
mental platform, representing the virtual space in mixedDT. It
is developed based on a 14 : 1 digital replica of the physical
sand table, thus having a consistent size as real-world roads;
see Fig. 2(a.2) for demonstration. There exist multiple virtual
entities on the virtual sand table, including virtual vehicles with
simulation dynamics and virtual roadside facilities. The virtual
experimental platform is developed based on a game engine,
motivated by existing virtual platforms [36]. It communicates
with the cloud through wired connection to ensure real-time per-
formance. Precisely, the virtual vehicles and roadside facilities
send their states to the cloud, which issues control instructions
for them.

The mixed experimental platform is inspired by the emerging
Mixed Reality technology [43], which overlaps the physical
world and the virtual world into a holistic world in front of
people’s eyes, and the physical objects and the virtual objects
satisfy the real 3D projection relationship. It corresponds to the
mixed space in mixedDT and is directly operating on the cloud.

The mixed experimental platform acts as the most distinctive
part of MCCT compared with existing miniature platforms; see
Fig. 2(a.1) for illustration. The physical experimental platform,
the virtual experimental platform, and the HMI devices and
external devices in MCCT are all “mixed” into this mixed
experimental platform, through which they indirectly interact
with each other. Particularly, miniature vehicles and virtual
vehicles from the physical and virtual experimental platforms
respectively can coexist and interact with each other in a shared
environment, i.e., the mixed space. In practical implementation,
the cloud aligns and aggregates the data of miniature vehicles
and virtual vehicles into a unified sand table environment in
the virtual space. Miniature vehicles are twinned into the virtual
space and interact with virtual vehicles indirectly via their digital
counterparts, i.e., twin vehicles. This process is similar to DT in
CAV applications [11]. In addition, physical and virtual roadside
facilities could also coexist in the mixed experimental platform,
enhancing the flexibility for road infrastructures.

Finally, we deploy HMI devices and external devices for
visualization of and access to the mixed experimental platform.
Specifically, the HMI devices include a Mixed Reality head-
mounted display (Microsoft HoloLens) and a driving simulator.
HoloLens receives necessary information and sends human ges-
ture control commands to the cloud through wireless connection.
In addition, HoloLens can also provide a visualization of the
mixed experimental platform projected to physical space, as
demonstrated in Fig. 2(a.1). Similarly, the driving simulator
receives necessary information from the cloud, and sends the
data from a human driver’s driving behavior, such as steering
wheel angle and accelerator pedal signal, to the cloud via wired
connection. As for external devices, we allow personal comput-
ers and devices from other platforms to access MCCT via wired
or wireless communication with the cloud.

Remark 1 (Combination of DT and Mixed Reality): The clas-
sical DT notion has been recently adopted for autonomous driv-
ing experiments [11] and driver-in-the-loop simulations [36].
In addition, preliminary attempts have also been made to use
Mixed Reality [14], [44], for tests and evaluation of CAV
technologies. In this paper, we combine the notion of DT and
Mixed Reality, leading to an extended concept of mixedDT, and
build an experimental platform for experimental validations of
vehicle-road-cloud integration.

III. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS OF MCCT

In this section, we present the construction details of the three
major platforms, and explain how mixedDT and vehicle-road-
cloud integration is implemented in MCCT.

A. Physical Experimental Platform

As shown in Fig. 3(a), the physical sand table is a scaled
road transportation system with miniature vehicles and roadside
sensors and facilities. In terms of road structure, there exist
two-way four-lane roads in the middle and two-way two-lane
roads in both sides of the sand table. This setup supports the
most common traffic scenarios in CAV research, such as platoon
control [8], on/off ramp control [11], intersection control [9] and
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Fig. 3. Physical experimental platform. (a) The physical sand table of size
9m× 5m. (b) The miniature vehicle, where a color block is pasted to the top.
(c) Schematic of networked control structure of the miniature vehicle.

traffic network management [51]. In the following, we present
implementation details of miniature vehicles and roadside sen-
sors and facilities.

1) Miniature Vehicle: As a major component in vehicle-
road-cloud integration systems [1], [2], CAVs are represented
by the motion and control of miniature vehicles in MCCT. The
miniature vehicle used on the sand table is shown in Fig. 3(b).
There are currently nine identical vehicles. The vehicle is of
size 215 mm × 190 mm × 125 mm and of weight 1.4 kg. Its
wheelbase is 140 mm, and the wheel diameter is 60 mm. The
maximum speed of stable operation is 1m/s, and the maximum
front wheel steering angle is 40◦.

The upper computer of the vehicle is a Raspberry Pi 4 Model B
with 1.5 GHz quad-core ARM Cortex A72 micro-processor and
2 GB memory, while the Microcontroller Unit (MCU) of lower
computer is STM32F103RBT6. The vehicle is rear-wheel drive
and front-wheel steering with an Ackerman steering structure.
Two DC brushed motors on the rear axle generate driving force
with a response frequency of 200 Hz. The servo drives the
front wheels to steer. The on-board sensors in the miniature
vehicle include a Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR), an
Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), a camera and a Hall encoder.
The velocity of the motor can be obtained through the Hall

Fig. 4. Roadside localization. (a) The 2× 2 arrangement of the roadside
cameras. (b) The design of color blocks, and an example of recognition results,
where we use the numbers 1, 2, . . . , 9 to denote the vehicle identities.

encoder difference and then the vehicle speed can be obtained.
The energy source of each vehicle is a lithium battery with a
capacity of 1800 mAh, which allows for up to 3-hour driving.
The real-time current and voltage of the battery can be measured,
supporting energy consumption related research. Note that we
paste color blocks on the top of each vehicle, which serve for
roadside localization and will be detailed later in the introduction
to roadside sensors.

One emerging technology in vehicle-road-cloud integration
is networked control of CAVs. Particularly, we consider the
recently proposed cloud control architecture [2], [7] for minia-
ture vehicles in MCCT, and the design is shown in Fig. 3(c).
The upper computer of the vehicle subscribes to the control
instruction published in the Robot Operating System (ROS)
topic message form by the cloud, and then converts it into the six
Bytes character frame signal of the rotation velocity of the motor
and the rotation angle of the servo. Finally, the lower computer
receives commands through serial port from the upper computer,
and controls the motor and servo by Pulse Width Modulation
(PWM) signal to generate desired velocity and steering angle of
the miniature vehicle.

For implementation of vehicle-cloud communication, we uti-
lize ROS, an open source robot development software library
and toolkit, to achieve cloud-based control of miniature vehicles
in MCCT. Due to the convenience of the ROS framework, the
calculation and the execution of the control instructions are
fully decoupled, bringing great flexibility for external access
to MCCT.

2) Roadside Sensors and Facilities: Roadside perception
plays a critical role in vehicle-road-cloud integration, which
removes the limitations of traditional on-board sensing tech-
nologies [2]. For representation of this component, we deploy
four identical cameras as roadside sensors in MCCT, as shown
in Fig. 4(a). The four cameras are laid out in a 2× 2 manner on
the top of the entire physical platform, providing a top view of
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TABLE I
ERRORS OF ROADSIDE LOCALIZATION

it. The camera’s focal length is 204 mm, operating frame rate is
20 FPS, and the resolution is 1920× 1080.

The image captured from each camera is processed in real
time for localization of each vehicle on the physical sand table
by recognizing the color blocks on the top of each vehicle.
The image processing algorithms are developed based on the
OpenCV library. The color block schemes and practical recog-
nition results are shown in Fig. 4(b). The color block consists
of three parts by design. The rear part is fixed as red, and the
front part is blue or purple, while for the middle part, different
colors have been chosen. This design of color blocks allows us
to recognize each vehicle’s identity, and measure its position
and heading via detecting the central point of each part of the
color blocks; see the colored point in the right panel of Fig. 4(b).
In implementation, image transmission from the cameras to the
cloud and the image processing in the cloud are executed in
parallel, and each camera has been allocated with independent
thread resources.

The performance of this vision-based roadside localization is
tested as follows. Based on data from 120 uniformly sampled
points on the sand table, the localization error is quantified, and
the statistical results after fitting by Gaussian distribution are
shown in Table I. Particularly, the ground truth of the vehicle
position is measured manually on the sand table, with consider-
ation of the deviation due to projection effect from the cameras.
We observe that large localization errors usually occur at the
edge of the camera’s field of view, but in general the localization
error is relatively quite small compared to the size of the sand
table. In addition, the image processing (computation) delay
from receiving the image to output the localization result is also
measured based on 6,000 random tests. The results show that
it obeys a Gaussian distribution with a mean value of 49.55 ms
and a standard deviation of 1.39 ms.

The deployment of the roadside facilities, including street
lamps, traffic lights and lift rods, can support road-related re-
search in vehicle-road-cloud integration such as smart street
lamps and smart road gates. A unified control board is respon-
sible for controlling all the roadside facilities, which receives
control instructions from the cloud through a pre-defined serial
protocol, with a 9600 Bd rate.

B. Virtual Experimental Platform

Motivated by existing research on DT [36], the virtual ex-
perimental platform runs in the Unity engine, and the Unity
host is a workstation with Windows 10 system (Processor: Intel
Core i7-10700 K CPU @ 3.80 GHz × 16, Memory: 16 GB).
The physical sand table as shown in Fig. 3(a) is completely
reproduced in Unity with a 14 : 1 scaling ratio; see Fig. 5(a) for

Fig. 5. Virtual experimental platform. (a) The virtual sand table. (b) The
schematic and the dynamics model of the virtual vehicle.

demonstration. The update frequency of the entire scene in the
virtual experimental platform is 50 FPS.

The virtual vehicles that only exist in the virtual experimental
platform without physical counterparts are shown in the left
panel of Fig. 5(b). Classical DT commonly reproduces the
physical vehicles in a digital platform (see, e.g., [21], [30]), but
due to the nature of the physical space, the vehicle quantity,
motion behavior and dynamics are still fixed or limited. In
mixedDT, by contrast, those limitations can be greatly relaxed,
and particularly, the motion behavior and dynamics can be
arbitrarily designed, and safety-critical scenarios can also be
incorporated with low cost. This is typical in autonomous driving
tests via Mixed Reality [14], [42], [43], and in this paper we
introduce this similar idea into our MCCT design.

Since the dynamics of virtual vehicles can be designed on
demand, here we consider a typical bicycle model widely used
in the literature [52], which is given by

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

ẋ(t) = v(t) · cos(θ(t)),
ẏ(t) = v(t) · sin(θ(t)),
θ̇(t) = v(t)

L · tan(φ(t)),
v̇(t) = a(t),

(1)

where t denotes the current time, and the system parameter L
represents the wheelbase. In (1), the state variables x, y, θ, v
represent the rear axle center’s position, the yaw angle, and
the speed of the vehicle, respectively, and the control inputs
a, φ denote the acceleration and front wheel steering angle
respectively; see the right panel in Fig. 5(b) for demonstration.
Note that in the multi-layered control architecture in Fig. 3(c),
the cloud also employs this model (1) to calculate the desired
steering angle for the miniature vehicles. Without loss of gen-
erality, we design its dynamics behavior similar to the physical
miniature vehicles. The longitudinal and lateral step responses
of the miniature vehicle and the virtual vehicle are shown in
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Fig. 6. Longitudinal and lateral step response of the miniature and virtual vehi-
cles. The velocity values have been unified to the virtual sand table environment,
which has a consistent size as real-world roads. The mean deviation of the two
response profiles is 0.34 km/h and 0.055 rad respectively, which is quite small.
In (b), the instruction signal is a step input of the desired steering angle of the
front wheel, and the response profiles are the heading of the vehicles since the
actual steering angle cannot be directly measured.

Fig. 6. It can be observed that both vehicles have quite similar
dynamics behaviors, which confirms the potential of designing
virtual vehicles with real-world dynamics behaviors.

Remark 2 (Virtual vehicles): In classical DT, a virtual vehicle
is a digital replica of a specific physical vehicle, which allows
for vehicle control and optimization in the cloud. One distinct
feature in mixedDT is that a virtual vehicle can stand on its
own without a physical counterpart in the virtual space, and can
further interact with physical vehicles in the mixed space. In this
manner, the potential of virtual vehicles can be fully explored.
Indeed, this notion of virtual vehicles is typical in CAV testing
technologies via Mixed Reality [14]. The interaction between
virtual vehicles and physical vehicles will be elaborated in the
following introduction to the mixed experimental platform of
MCCT.

C. Mixed Experimental Platform

Motivated by the recent cloud/edge computing technolo-
gies [53], the cloud plays a critical role in the vehicle-road-
cloud integration system, and is responsible for data fusion and
system-wise control and optimization [1], [2], [7]. Our mixed
experimental platform, corresponding to the mixed space in
mixedDT, is directly deployed on a cloud unit, which is the
information transceiver center and control center, and provides
a unified access for external devices to MCCT. Precisely, it

is implemented in a cloud server with a processor of Intel
Xeon Gold 5220R CPU @ 2.20 GHz × 96 and a memory of
64 GB. Indeed, under the recently proposed multi-layered cloud
architecture [1], the server particularly deployed in MCCT is an
edge cloud server, and for simplicity, we keep the term “cloud
server” or “cloud” without loss of generality.

Recall that the mixed space in mixedDT is an integration
of the physical and virtual spaces, where physical and virtual
entities coexist and interact in real-time. In MCCT, the cloud
obtains the state information of miniature vehicles after fusing
the measured data from roadside and on-board sensors, while
the state information of virtual vehicles is naturally available
to the cloud. After aligning and aggregating the data of both
types of vehicles considering communication delay, the cloud
projects the location and motion states of all the vehicles into
a unified sand table in a shared environment, i.e., the mixed
space. Based on the integrated information of the mixed space,
the cloud makes necessary calculation and optimization, and
sends the control instructions to the corresponding vehicles for
execution. Consequently, the behaviors of miniature vehicles can
truly affect those of virtual vehicles, and vice versa. Both types
of vehicles from two different platforms coexist and interact with
each other indirectly through the mixed experimental platform.
Additionally, the roadside facilities in the physical and virtual
platforms can also coexist and interact with each other in a
similar approach.

Remark 3 (Insight of the mixed experimental platform): The
mixed platform bridges the physical and virtual experimental
platforms via a mixed (integrated) one, and establishes the
coexistence and interaction of miniature vehicles and virtual
vehicles. Consequently, the originally independent physical and
virtual experimental platforms achieve synchronous operation
and cross-platform interaction. Due to the unified design of sand
table environments in the physical and virtual platforms, the
cloud can accurately and quickly align state data of the two types
of vehicles and create the mixed space. In this manner, one can
fully utilize the advantages of the two types of platforms and
thus realize more potential applications than existing platforms
(e.g., [19], [21], [30], [36]). For visualization of the mixed
experimental platform, we need to project it either into the virtual
space via twinning miniature vehicles into the virtual space,
or into the physical space via observing the virtual vehicles
from a Mixed Reality display device; this will be detailed in
Section IV-A.

D. Communication and External Access

For communication between the cloud and other components
in MCCT or external devices, we mainly utilize the open source
cross-language network library ZeroMQ with TCP protocol,
which supports almost all mainstream programming languages.
For languages not supported by ZeroMQ, such as MATLAB,
a lower-level socket network library with TCP protocol is em-
ployed. Hence, the cloud can communicate with various enti-
ties in MCCT. In addition, this approach also allows external
devices driven by various programming languages to establish
connections with the cloud and thus obtain access to MCCT.
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Fig. 7. Schematic of the eight major communication links in MCCT. The
miniature vehicle is in the physical experimental platform, while the HoloLens
and the driving simulator are HMI devices. Wireless connection mode is 5 GHz
WiFi, and wired connection mode is Ethernet.

TABLE II
MEASUREMENT OF COMMUNICATION DELAYS IN THE EIGHT LINKS (UNIT: MS)

Particularly, experimenters can directly use their personal com-
puters to interact with the cloud to conduct experiments rather
than being limited to using the dedicated computer “embedded”
on the experimental platform. This design also demonstrates the
flexibility and scalability of MCCT.

A low value of communication delay plays a critical role in the
normal operation of vehicle-road-cloud integration systems. As
shown in Fig. 7, there are mainly eight communication links in
MCCT. Precisely, wireless connection mode is 5 GHz WiFi, and
wired connection mode is Ethernet. The communication delay is
measured after 7500 random samples, and the statistical results
after fitting by Gaussian distribution are shown in Table II. As
can be clearly observed, the communication delay in all the eight
links in MCCT are quite low. Particularly, the communication
delay between the miniature vehicles and the cloud obeys a
Gaussian distribution with an average of 1.33 ms and a standard
deviation of 0.66 ms, which fully satisfies the requirements of
cloud-based real-time control for vehicles [1], [2], [7].

IV. VISUALIZATION AND INTERACTION FOR MCCT

In this section, we present the visualization methods of the
mixed experimental platform, and elaborate the access to MCCT
via HMI devices and external devices.

A. Visualization of the Mixed Experimental Platform

One common problem in DT is the visualization of the
twinned information from the cloud [54]. For the mixed ex-
perimental platform deployed on the cloud, which represents
the mixed space of mixedDT, it is even more intractable to get
a complete visualization, since it is essentially an integration
of the physical and virtual spaces. In MCCT, we provide two

Fig. 8. Snapshots of the visualization results of the mixed experimental
platform, where miniature vehicles, virtual vehicles, and an HDV coexist.
(a) Visualization projected to virtual space. (b) Visualization projected to phys-
ical space by HoloLens. The sequence of vehicles is the same as that in (a).

approaches: 1) visualization projected to virtual space, and 2)
visualization projected to physical space.

1) Visualization Projected to Virtual Space: Motivated by
the visualization of DT in the CAV research field [36], visu-
alization projected to virtual space fully leverages the great
flexibility of virtual vehicles. Recall that the quantity, motion
behavior and dynamics of the virtual vehicles can be designed
on demand. Accordingly, we create a corresponding number
of virtual vehicles in the virtual experimental platform, and
updates their states after necessary coordinate transformation
based on the information of the miniature vehicles received in
the cloud. These additionally created vehicles correspond to the
twin vehicles in classical DT, which are digital replicas of the
physical vehicles. A snapshot of this visualization method is
shown in Fig. 8(a). The demonstrated vehicles consist of 1)
virtual vehicles originally existing in the virtual experimental
platform, 2) twin vehicles from the miniature vehicles in the
physical experimental platform, and 3) a twin vehicle of the HDV
via the driving simulator, which will be detailed in Section IV-B.

2) Visualization Projected to Physical Space: This visu-
alization method utilizes the emerging Mixed Reality tech-
nology [43]. In MCCT, we employ the hardware device of
HoloLens, which is one of the most prevailing head-mounted
display devices for Mixed Reality; see Fig. 7 for illustration.
The Unity engine, which has been utilized for the development
of the virtual experimental platform, also supports the software
development of HoloLens. For implementation, HoloLens re-
ceives the necessary information, such as the states of the virtual
vehicles, from the cloud via 5 GHz WiFi, and then renders
the virtual scene onto the lens, overlapping with the physical
scene, which is directly visible to the naked eye. After manually
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Fig. 9. The recognizable gestures of HoloLens and implemented HMI appli-
cations. (a) The airtap gesture (left) and the boom gesture (right) [55]. (b) Using
the airtap gesture to generate a virtual obstacle at specific location (left), and
using the airtap gesture to control the velocity of a vehicle (right).

aligning the virtual space with the physical space, one can see
the real-time operation of the mixed experimental platform; see
Fig. 8(b) for the image obtained by directly photographing the
lens of HoloLens in the physical space. Particularly, it can be
seen that the miniature vehicles and the corresponding twin vehi-
cles coincide at the same position, demonstrating the accuracy of
coordinate alignment. Indeed, this “mixed” view is an intuitive
illustration of the mixedDT concept via MCCT.

B. HMI Design Via HoloLens

HoloLens can not only support the visualization of the mixed
experimental platform, but also allow users to directly interact
with it in real time whilst enjoying an immersive 3D observation
experience. It is equipped with multiple sensors and can accu-
rately recognize human gestures; see, e.g., the airtap gesture
and the boom gesture in Fig. 9(a). In practical implementation,
the Mixed Reality ToolKit (MRTK) launched by Microsoft is
used to convert user gestures to pre-defined control instructions.
HoloLens uploads the instructions to the cloud via 5 GHz WiFi,
which are then sent by the cloud to the corresponding entities
for execution.

Many HMI applications can be implemented by using ges-
tures to interact with the entities in the mixed space, and here
we present two simple but interesting examples via HoloLens:
putting an obstacle at a desired position, and changing the
velocity of a particular vehicle. The first example is shown in
the left panel in Fig. 9(b): when a user shows an airtap gesture,
HoloLens uploads the position of the user’s gaze point to the
cloud as the location of an obstacle on the road after coordinate
transformation. In this way, a virtual obstacle is generated in
MCCT, which only exists in the virtual space and does not
exist in the physical space. This application allows users to put
an obstacle in an arbitrary position at any time, which can be
utilized for testing the obstacle avoidance algorithms. The other
application is to change the velocity of one particular vehicle; see

the right panel in Fig. 9(b). When the user gazes at an interactive
virtual object in the virtual space, an airtap gesture can trigger the
predefined instruction, e.g., increasing the velocity of a vehicle.
HoloLens uploads the velocity increase or decrease instruction
to the cloud, and then the cloud sends it to the corresponding
vehicle for execution after necessary conversion. This can be
employed to impose external perturbations to one vehicle at any
time during the experiments.

C. HMI Via Driving Simulator

Human drivers still play a critical role in the upcoming
vehicle-road-cloud integration systems, since there could still
exist a high proportion of vehicles that are under human control
in the near future [29], [56]. To capture this human driver factor
into MCCT, we deploy a driving simulator of INNOSIMULA-
TION. In practical implementation, we utilzie the supporting
software of the driving simulator, i.e., SCANeR Studio, to
measure the input signals from the human driver, including the
steering wheel angle, the accelerator pedal signal and the brake
pedal signal. The simulator communicates with the cloud via
wired connection to ensure real-time performance (see Fig. 7),
and exchanges the driver’s control input signals and necessary
data from the experimental platforms. In the cloud, the driver’s
control input signals are translated into standard vehicle control
instructions, which are then sent to the corresponding vehicle.
Particularly, we develop two specific driving modes in MCCT,
including 1) driving a miniature vehicle on the physical sand
table, 2) driving a virtual vehicle on the virtual sand table.

1) Driving a Miniature Vehicle: Through the driving simu-
lator, a human driver can drive a miniature vehicle based on
the images captured by the on-board camera installed on the
miniature vehicle; see Fig. 10(a) for illustration. What the driver
observes is the real-world scene in the physical sand table. This
is typical in the existing miniature experimental platforms based
on a physical environment [18]. However, since it is non-trivial to
combine the virtual environment (particularly virtual vehicles)
with the view from the on-board camera, this driving mode
supports the research in the physical experimental platform only
in MCCT. In addition, the miniature driving environment also
makes it difficult to obtain the driver’s real driving response.

2) Driving a Virtual Vehicle: The driving simulator also sup-
ports the control of a human driver on a virtual vehicle. Thanks
to the convenience of Unity, the driver’s field-of-view of a virtual
vehicle in the virtual space can be obtained by simply adding a
camera object at an appropriate position on the vehicle object.
Then, this view can be directly displayed to the human driver via
screens in the driving simulator; see Fig. 10(b) for visualization.
Similarly, this approach also supports the driver to control a
miniature vehicle based on the real driving perspective from its
twin vehicle in the mixed experimental platform, whose motion
is indeed captured in the physical sand table. Accordingly, this
driving mode allows for the research on all the three experimen-
tal platforms in MCCT. Consistent with the virtual vehicles, the
update frequency of the HDVs is 50 FPS.

Remark 4 (Comparison of driving simulators with existing
work): Existing work mostly utilizes a driving simulator to
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Fig. 10. Snapshots of the human-in-the-loop experiments in two different
modes: (a) Driving a miniature vehicle. (b) Driving a virtual vehicle.

control either a physical vehicle in the physical space [18] or
a virtual vehicle in the virtual space [37], [44]. There lacks a
unified method to incorporate human drivers into cross-platform
experiments, e.g., transferring the human control of a virtual
vehicle directly to a physical vehicle and vice versa. In MCCT,
the potential of the virtual vehicles and the driving simulators are
fully exploited thanks to mixedDT. The driver’s field-of-view of
either a miniature vehicle or a virtual vehicle can be obtained,
and the driver’s control input can be executed on both types of
vehicles.

V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATIONS

In this section, we present two platooning experiments to
validate the effectiveness of MCCT. Particularly, we aim to
demonstrate its capability for synchronous operation and cross-
platform interaction by organizing different multi-source vehi-
cles into a platoon in the mixed experimental platform.

A. Experimental Setup

A fleet of 6 vehicles, consisting of one head vehicle and 5
following vehicles, are deployed to run along the track A →
B → C → D → A in Fig. 11(a) with a lap of about 17.5m.
Among the 6 vehicles, different multi-source vehicles are under
consideration, including miniature vehicles, virtual vehicles and

Fig. 11. Driving track and formations of the platoon. (a) The vehicles drive
along the direction A → B → C → D → A. When reaching the E point, the
velocity of the head vehicle suffers from a sinusoidal disturbance. (b) The
formation of the platoon for Experiment A. (c) The formation of the platoon
for Experiment B. Particularly, the HDV is generated from the vehicle motion
in the native supporting software of the driving simulator, i.e., SCANeR Studio.

an HDV. The difference between the two experiments (Exper-
iment A and Experiment B) lies in whether the HDV exists;
see Fig. 11(b) and (c) for the specific formation. Precisely, in
Experiment A, all the vehicles represent CAVs with a prescribed
controller (including miniature vehicles and virtual vehicles),
while in Experiment B, there is one vehicle under human control
via the driving simulator.

The velocity profile of the head miniature vehicle (vehicle
1 in Fig. 11(b) and (c)) is pre-designed. It maintains a fixed
velocity of 0.3m/s, and a sinusoid perturbation occurs when it
reaches the E point shown in Fig. 11(a), whose period is 3.5 s
and amplitude is 0.1m/s. As for the control strategy of miniature
vehicles and virtual vehicles, we consider a typical preview
trajectory tracking controller [57] for lateral control. For longi-
tudinal control, the following CACC controller is adopted [58]

ai(t) = kp ((pi(t)− pi−1(t))− ddes) + kv1(v1(t)− vi(t))

+ kv2(vi−1(t)− vi(t)),
(2)

where the control signal ai represents the desired acceleration
of vehicle i and kp, kv1 and kv2 are all feedback gains. The
state variables pi and vi denote the longitudinal position and
velocity of vehicle i respectively, and the system parameter ddes

represents the desired inter-vehicle distance; see Table III for the
parameter values. Recall that the executable longitudinal control
instruction is the velocity as shown in Fig. 3(c), the desired
acceleration ai(t) of each vehicle is converted to the velocity
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Fig. 12. Snapshots of experiments. The corresponding formations of the platoon are shown in Fig. 11(b) and Fig. 11(c) for Experiment A and Experiment B,
respectively. Different multi-source vehicles interact with each other in the mixed space, and the visualization projected to virtual space in Unity is presented on
the top panel. (a) As shown in the roadside cameras or the surveillance camera, there are three miniature vehicles running on the physical sand table. The other
three vehicles are virtual vehicles. (b) As shown in the roadside cameras, there are two miniature vehicles running on the physical sand table. One HDV is from
the supporting software of the driving simulator. The other three vehicles are virtual vehicles.

TABLE III
PARAMETER SETUP IN THE CACC CONTROLLER (2)

command signal vi,cmd(t) in the cloud by

vi,cmd(t) = vi(t− 1) + ai(t)Δt, (3)

where vi(t− 1) represents the received velocity of vehicle i
at the last time step t− 1, and Δt represents the time interval
between t and t− 1.

B. Experimental Results

The snapshots of the two experiments are shown in Fig. 12,
and the recorded videos can be found in https://github.com/

dongjh20/MCCT. The velocity profiles of all the vehicles are
shown in Fig. 13. Note that the velocity values are unified to the
virtual sand table environment, which has a consistent size as
real-world roads.

It can be clearly observed that the platoon, composed of
vehicles from multiple sources, run normally in the mixed exper-
imental platform. In Experiment A, the CACC controllers enable
the CAVs to dampen the velocity fluctuation of the head vehicle,
and achieve platoon stability. In Experiment B, since the fourth
vehicle is controlled by a human driver via the driving simulator,
its velocity has a larger oscillation amplitude, which captures the
behavior of a particular driver into our experimental scenario.
However, the fluctuations of the two following virtual vehicles
are still well mitigated by the CACC controllers. We also observe
that the velocity profile of the virtual vehicle is smoother than
that of the physical vehicle. This is due to the unknown noise
and disturbance in the real-world physical environment, which
cannot be completely replicated in the digital simulators. These
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Fig. 13. Speed profiles of all the vehicles in the experiments. Note that there is an HDV (magenta profile) in Experiment B, which has a relatively large oscillation.
The velocity values have been unified to the virtual sand table environment, which has a consistent size as real-world roads.

experimental results validate the effectiveness of synchronous
operation and cross-platform interaction of the three experimen-
tal platforms and HMI devices and external devices, which have
been deeply integrated in MCCT.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduce our experimental platform MCCT,
which is established based on the notion of mixedDT and serves
for experimental validations of vehicle-road-cloud integration.
The four parts of MCCT (physical, virtual, and mixed ex-
perimental platforms, and HMI devices and external devices)
achieve synchronous operation and cross-platform interaction.
Particularly, we have validated this capability of MCCT by or-
ganizing different vehicles from multiple sources into a platoon
for cooperative driving in the mixed experimental platform.
This demonstrates the great flexibility and scalability of MCCT,
providing more opportunities for validating multi-vehicle coop-
eration and vehicle-road-cloud integration technologies.

One interesting future direction is to add more HMI devices
such as driving simulators to allow more human drivers involved
in the CAV validations. Considering that the roadside control
unit also plays a significant role in vehicle-road-integration sys-
tems, another interesting topic is to deploy intelligent intersec-
tion signals and ramp metering lights for verifying vehicle-road
cooperative control technologies. More algorithm verification
work using MCCT is also in progress, such as multi-vehicle
coordination at unsignalized intersections, and eco-approaching
at signalized interactions. Finally, note that the currently de-
ployed cloud server in MCCT is indeed an edge cloud server.
Given the recently proposed multi-layered cloud architecture in
vehicle-road-cloud integration [1], establishing this architecture
in MCCT and analyzing its performance is also an exciting topic.
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